The Pan-European interbank market GC Pooling enables cash liquidity trading in several currencies collateralized with pre-defined baskets of ECB-eligible, non-ECB eligible securities and equities. Participants can trade with more than 130 entities across Europe. Launched in March 2005 it became the European benchmark for standardized secured funding with central clearing.

GC Pooling is a very liquid market with an average trade size of above EUR 200 million and transactions regularly exceeding EUR 1 bn equivalent. By utilizing the efficient Clearstream collateral management system, the settlement efficiency of GC Pooling trades exceeds 99%.

As soon as a GC Pooling trade has been concluded on Eurex Repo, Eurex Clearing steps in as a central counterparty (CCP). All transactions are subject to the standardized Eurex Clearing Conditions under German law. The CPP ensures anonymous trading and offers an efficient centralized risk management margining process across all products with a continuous mark-to-market revaluation, and centralized delivery management with netting on settlement day.

The collateral management system of Clearstream delivers fully-automated allocation out of the combined securities pool thus collateralizing the traded cash amount. This process allows the efficient and real time substitution of collateral posted whilst a collateral receiver can re-use the collateral to cover margin requirements e.g. the initial margin requirement from IRS.

Key characteristics and benefits

- Electronic and anonymous cash funding in EUR, USD, GBP and CHF collateralized with standardized baskets
- Three fixed income and one equity basket available for collateralization
- Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) compliant set of liquid assets including level 1 covered bonds within the GC Pooling ECB basket
- Multiple standard terms from overnight to two years
- Re-use of collateral and pledge to ECB/Bundesbank/BCL within the GC Pooling ECB Basket
- Re-use of collateral for the margin collateralization of Eurex Clearing
- Balance sheet and settlement netting
- Standardized legal agreement under German law
- Automatic allocation of collateral
- Real-time substitution of collateral
- Minimum trade size of EUR, USD, GBP, CHF 1 million
- Possibility to conclude bilateral CCP*-cleared trades with buyside customers via Select Invest and Select Finance

* Central counterparty
One of the drivers of the successful GC Pooling inter-bank market is the standardization of baskets and automated processes. Four baskets are available for trading and participants can select the different collateral baskets by pre-defined terms per currency.


**Contact**

For further information on our GC Pooling Market solution, please contact:

gff-sales@deutsche-boerse.com

Ingo Deisenroth (Frankfurt)
+49-(0) 69-211-14193

Dale Fullilove (London)
+44-(0) 2078 62-72 38
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**Disclaimer**

Neither Eurex Repo GmbH (Eurex Repo), Eurex Clearing AG (Eurex Clearing), Clearstream Banking S.A. (Clearstream) nor its servants nor agents, is responsible for any errors or omissions contained in this publication which is published for marketing information only and shall not constitute investment advice. Any information herein is not intended for solicitation purposes but only for the use of general information for professional clients. Eurex Repo GmbH (Eurex Repo), Eurex Clearing AG (Eurex Clearing) and Clearstream Banking S.A. (Clearstream) offer the described services of this newsletter directly to their participants. Those wishing to trade in any products available on the Eurex Repo marketplace or to offer and sell any such products to others should consider both their legal and regulatory position in the relevant jurisdiction and the risks associated with such products before doing so.

**Trademarks and Service Marks:** Eurex Repo®, Euro GC Pooling®, GC Pooling®, GCPI®, USD GC Pooling® are registered trademarks of DBAG. The STOXX® indices, the data included therein and the trademarks used in the index names are the intellectual property of STOXX Limited and/or its licensors. Eurex derivatives based on the STOXX® indices are in no way sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by STOXX and its licensors and neither STOXX nor its licensors shall have any liability with respect thereto. The names of other companies and third party products may be trademarks or service marks of their respective owners.